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Your Prospects Don’t Believe In 
Marketing Hype Anymore

In virtually every market, business-to-business 
buyers have dramatically changed the ways they 
search for, evaluate, and purchase products like yours.

They’re paying far less attention to print advertising and 
other forms of conventional marketing, and spending more 

time using search sites like Google to research products of 

interest to help them solve their business problems.

Today, 93% of B2B prospects turn to the Internet to begin 

their research (according to industry trade publisher iMedia 

Connection), giving buyers more control than ever of the 

purchasing process, and well before traditional sellers become 

aware of their interest.

These empowered buyers want plain facts and objective 

information, but most of all they want to find the right 

solutions to their particular business problem or technical 

issue.  

BUYERS NOW TRUST 
CONVENTIONAL 
ADVERTISING  
20-25% LESS THAN 
THEY DID IN 2009, 
ACCORDING TO 
A 2012 NIELSEN 
SURVEY OF 28,000 
ONLINE USERS
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Effective Lead Generation Means Making 
Your Web-Searching Prospect’s “Short 

List”

In fact, prospects are doing more than just 

research—before they buy, they compile a “short 

list” of vendors they wish to contact. Whether or 

not your company will make this list depends on 

the quality and relevance of the problem-solving 

information—content—your company presents 

on its Web site, and the information from your 

company found on third-party and social media 

Web sites.

Now more than ever, prospects are looking 

for objective, factual information to help them 

solve their problems. This information, in the 

form of content produced and disseminated by your 

company, attracts these prospects to you when they’re 

researching products like yours online. Content—found 

on your Web site, spread by others on social media, 

and delivered electronically to these prospects—is your 

YOUR PROSPECTS ARE SEARCHING

WILL YOU MAKE THEIR SHORT LIST?
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best opportunity get prospects to 

recognize that their specific problem 

or business issue can be solved, and 

that your product or service is the 

right solution.

Inbound Marketing: Helping 
New Prospects Find and 
Contact Your Company

Inbound marketing is the new term used to describe how 

buyers find companies online: Unlike conventional “outbound” 

marketing, which uses ads, mailings and other methods to 

generate response from potential buyers, inbound marketing 

relies on buyers coming across content in their research that 

they find compelling or relevant enough to interact with, 

perhaps exchanging limited information about themselves and 

their company to receive this information. 

Once engaged in this new lead generation process, prospects 

enter the top o fthe sales funnel. So it is critical to understand 

how to fill your funnel effectively.

• Calm
• Status Quo Shattered

• Search Google/Internet for “The Problem”
• Frame Problem & Solution

• Talk to Peers and Research Online
• Engage with Short List of Providers

• Negotiate
• Commit

70% of buyers get to here 
before you even know�

unless you have 
the right tools

• Engage with Short List of Providers
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Prospects Search for Products and 
Solutions to their technical problems or 
business issues, or learn about these solutions 
on industry forums and other social media 
sites, and from your information—content—
they online

Prospects Become Sales Leads after 
they exhibit enough interest (by accessing 
additional content, and providing more 
information about their needs and timing) to 
be passed to sales. Lead scoring capabilities in 
marketing automation systems automate this 
handoff to sales

�

HOW WEB SEARCHERS BECOME SALES LEADS

Prospects Become Marketing 
Leads by signing up online (“opting in”) to 
receive more in-depth content from your 
company, giving you their e-mail address in 
exchange for receiving this useful information 
from your company
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• Product Information
• Problem-Solving Articles
• Product Case Studies 
• Customer Success Stories
• How-To Webinars
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What is marketing automation? Marketing automation 

describes using automated systems to maintain and advance 

a “conversation” with the prospect until they are ready to 

connect directly with a sales rep. Marketing automation 

systems send content (e.g. educational information) and 

product information (by e-mail) to prospects, targeted to 

the customer’s interests and readiness to buy. Marketing 

automation is often used alongside customer relationship 

management (CRM) systems, which help sales teams to more 

effectively manage, document, and measure their interaction 

and communication with prospects.

Together, marketing automation and CRM help companies 

manage their “sales funnels” more effectively, by providing 

a powerful, structured process to help sellers move each 

prospect along in their buying process, from their early 

position at the “top” of the funnel, and down to the bottom of 

the funnel, where the prospect makes their purchase decision.

Using Sales Technology for Lead Generation

Because keyword search plays such an important role in lead 

generation with inbound marketing, smart companies work 
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WEB SEARCHERS 
BECOME 
PROSPECTS WHEN 
THEY AGREE 
TO RECEIVE 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION FROM 
YOUR COMPANY
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hard to raise the position of their company’s online presence 

to the first page of search results. Higher positions in search 

results depend mostly on the quality and relevance of the 

information—content—available online in response to the 

keywords the prospect uses when searching.

Developing Top-Quality Content is the Key to 
Achieving Top Keyword Search Results for 
Your Company’s Products

The first step in generating leads with inbound marketing is 

to provide Web searchers with as much high-quality, problem-

solving information—content—as possible, and to make it 

broadly available so the “search robots” of Google and other 

major search sites can find it. This information—which can 

educate the searcher on important issues, provide a useful tool 

to the searcher, give them specific product-related guidance, or 

deliver other relevant help—can be placed on your company’s 

Web site, referenced in news articles on industry news sites, 

excerpted on third-party industry blogs, and linked from 

industry social media sites. 
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THE QUALITY AND 
RELEVANCE OF 
YOUR COMPANY’S 
CONTENT 
DETERMINES HOW 
WELL PROSPECTS 
WILL FIND YOU 
USING KEYWORD 
SEARCH
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As search sites find and analyze this content during their 

automated scans across millions of Web pages on the Internet, 

sites with the highest quality content receive a higher score. 

If your company produces higher-quality content compared to 

your competitors, your company’s Web site and its products 

will rise higher in a Web searcher’s found search results 

because of the higher quality and relevance of the content you 

are providing.

Benefits to Your Company: Increased Sales 
Lead Generation and Higher Prospect-to-
Customer Conversions

Adapting your company’s sales and marketing processes to 

the way prospects buy today can result in better sales lead 

generation and higher sales. The combination of the right 

content with the “smart technology” available from marketing 

automation systems can give prospects the problem-solving 

information they need at the precise time they need it, which 

most efficiently converts prospects to qualified, sales-ready 

opportunities.

MARKETING 
AUTOMATION 
MEANS USING 
TECHNOLOGY TO 
GET THE RIGHT 
INFORMATION TO 
THE PROSPECT AT 
THE RIGHT TIME IN 
THEIR PURCHASE 
DECISION
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Contact Us 
Telephone: 1-866-478-7783 

E-Mail: info@gamechangingsales.com 

Online: gamechangingsales.com  
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What is RAMP?
 
RAMP is a turnkey program designed to help business-to-business companies 
successfully adapt to a marketing and sales landscape that has changed dramatically 
in recent years. RAMP executes the all-important tasks required to attract prospective 
buyers into the top of the sales funnel, nurture them through their buying process, and 
convert them to sales qualified leads, which are passed on to the sales team. Likewise, 
RAMP can nurture interactions with current customers, thereby growing them into larger 
and more profitable customers.

RAMP applies best practices in a customized, yet highly-defined program:

• Marketing and sales strategy

• Search and online marketing

• Content marketing

• Marketing automation

• Sales process development

• Sales training

• Measurement and analysis

For more information, visit gamechangingsales.com or call us at: 1-866-478-7783

RAMP Founders:

Asher Strategies 
The Pursuit Group 
WSI B2B Marketing
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